Wines - Regular (R)175ml & Large (L) 250ml, Carafe (500ml). Champagne & Sparkling (125ml)

CHAMPAGNE & SPARKLING
PROSECCO PORTA LEONE

BALFOUR LESLIE’S
RESERVE

TREVISO, ITALY

5.90

GUSBOURNE ROSE 2015
APPLEDORE, KENT

STAPLEHURST, KENT
Full & fruity - a real belter from
Hush Heath. Lovely balanced
acidity with a hint of sweetness,
using cuvées from 3 different
years to blend a beautiful, easy
drinker bursting with fruit.

Light & fresh - for many Prosecco
is the very epitome of fun and
this is a classic example. A fresh
nish without any of that
annoying cloying of lesser,
cheaper offerings.

27.00

7.30

40.00

Dry & toasty - Gusbourne do it
again, and this time with a truly
magical rose. A vintage to
celebrate a special occasion, the
end of the week, the end of the
day, your favourite hour.
[Vg]

9.50

52.00

WHITE & ROSÉ
SAN MORELLI PINOT
GRIGIO
VENETO, ITALY
Dry & neutral - with light, subtle
avours. A classic Pinot approachable and easy going,
pairs well with pasta, white
meats or a lazy afternoon in the
sunshine.
5.90 (R)
8.40 (L)

16.90 (500ml)
23.00 (750ml)

CHAPEL DOWN BACCHUS
2020

TENTERDEN, KENT
Green & tangy - a limited
production wine made from the
grapes grown just a stone’s
throw away with strong fruit
avours and a crisp nish.
Quintessential English white,
and a local celebration.

6.90 (R)
9.90 (L)

19.80 (500ml)
27.00 (750ml)

SILVER LEAF
SAUVIGNON BLANC
WESTERN CAPE, SOUTH
AFRICA
A fruity and fresh white wine with
tropical avours of litchi, melon
and gooseberry.

5.30 (R)
7.70 (L)

15.30 (500ml)
21.00 (750ml)

V SAUVIGNON BLANC

REINE JULIETTE
CHARDONNAY
LANGUEDOC, FRANCE
Dry & fresh - and slightly spicier
than a traditional chardonnay
but packed with the same
creamy softness.

6.40 (R)
9.20 (L)

18.30 (500ml)
25.00 (750ml)

PREIGNES VIOGNIER
LANGUEDOC, FRANCE
Ripe & toasty - this really is a
stunner!Full bodied, complex
but very approachable. Creamy
apricots dominate. A really
sociable, approachable white
that stands
on its own.
6.70 (R)
9.50 (L)

19.10 (500ml)
26.00 (750ml)

GAVI VISTE DEL LEMME

PETIT PAUL ROSÉ

MARLBOROUGH, NZ

PIEDMONT, ITALY

LANGUEDOC, FRANCE

Green & tangy - a classic NZ SB
yet lighter and more subtle than
some of the mass produced
pretenders. There's plenty of
fruit here with the expected
gooseberry and elder ower
tones. Wonderful on its own,
with friends or with a robust
meal.

Dry & fresh - based near to the
village itself this is a fabulous
expression of this famous wine.
Easy to pair with a retained
acidity that partners well with
stronger food than you might
rst imagine.

Delicate - this is a wonderful,
pale rosé, with a lovely fragrant
note. Almost refreshing! Think
summer days, cold meats and
sharing platters. Or just good
conversation.

7.40 (R)
10.60 (L)

21.30 (500ml)
29.00 (750ml)

8.20 (R)
11.70 (L)

23.50 (500ml)
32.00 (750ml)

5.10 (R)
7.30 (L)

14.70 (500ml)
20.00 (750ml)
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All wines sold by the glass are also available in a 125ml measure
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BY THE GLASS

Wines - Regular (R) 175ml & Large (L) 250ml, Carafe (500ml)

RED
HOME FARM SHIRAZ

SANTA ROSATO

SOUTH EAST, AUSTRALIA

MERLOT

Spicy & warm-hearted - full
avours abound with lovely dark
fruits and that hit of spice. If you
love your New World Shiraz you
will not be disappointed. Mix
with an open re, maybe some
charcuterie but de nitely some
good conversation.

5.40 (R)
7.70 (L)

15.40 (500ml)
21.00 (750ml)

NERO D’AVOLO, NJIRO
SICILY, ITALY
Mouthwatering & herby - you
can almost taste the baking heat
of Sicily as you sip from this
wonderfully rich delight. Leather,
spice and certainly complex this
comes recommended as a great
accompaniment to evening chat
with maybe a platter on the side.

fi

fi

6.10 (R)
8.80 (L)

fl

fl

fl

BY THE GLASS

17.60 (500ml)
24.00 (750ml)

ILAURI BAJO
MONTEPULCIANO

CENTRAL VALLEY, CHILE

ABRUZZO, ITALY

Juicy & fruity - Chile really is the
benchmark these days for the
merlot grape. Drink while the
wine is young and fresh when
they are bursting with fruit
avours with minimal tannin.

Earthy & savoury - slightly soft
and warming this is a classic
Monte in style and an easy
pairing for those wanting a plate
of food alongside.

5.90 (R)
8.40 (L)

16.90 (500ml)
23.00 (750ml)

JUANITA BARBERIS
MALBEC

6.10 (R)
8.80 (L)

17.60 (500ml)
24.00 (750ml)

LA SOURCE TRADITION
PINOT NOIR 2018

MENDOZA, ARGENTINA

PAYS D’OC, FRANCE

Spicy & warm-hearted - needs
little introduction and all of the
spicy, earthy tones, are here in
abundance. But this is a slightly
lighter, more approachable
Malbec than some of the mass
produced offerings, and it is all
the better for it, allowing for a
more subtle experience.

Subtle racy nose of morello
cherry with a oral touch. Taut,
intensely aromatic palate that is
savor and fresh.

6.40 (R)
9.20 (L)

18.30 (500ml)
25.00 (750ml)

6.90 (R)
9.90 (L)

19.80 (500ml)
27.00 (750ml)

CHAMPAGNE & SPARKLING
SIMPSONS CHALKLANDS
CLASSIC CUVÉE 2017

CHAPEL DOWN BRUT
NV

HIDDEN SPRING BLANC DE
NOIR 2017

CHAPEL DOWN ROSÉ NV

BARHAM, KENT

TENTERDEN, KENT

HORAM, SUSSEX

Full & fruity - Chapel Down
have done a lot for English
wine, particularly here in
Kent. A fun, easy drinking
sparkling wine with lovely
fruit avours.

Full & fruity - made entirely from
pinot noir grapes this is Hidden
Spring’s rst ever sparkling
vintage. And what a gem.
Vibrant, full of fruit avours with
lovely brioche tones to boot.
Wonderful.

Full & fruity - a widely held
favourite for many, Chapel Down
have done it again with their
wonderful rosé that simply
screams fun. Sociable, easy
drinking but equally at home
paired with food. As all good
bubbles should be.

Full & fruity - Simpsons’ second
vintage and a worthy successor
to their award winning rst.
Made from locally grown
chardonnay and pinot noir
grapes, this really is a beautifully
balanced celebration.

39.00

39.00

40.00

FOX & FOX MOSAIC ROSÉ
2014

GUSBOURNE BRUT
RESERVE 2016

ROEBUCK CUVÉE 2014

MAYFIELD, SUSSEX

APPLEDORE, KENT

Full & fruity - a true warm
weather treat. Packed full of
strawberry avours and a citrus
undertone. This pale pink
beauty is at ease with food just
as it with good company.

Dry & Toasty - a vintage
'champagne' to challenge any
champagne. 2015 produced full
fruit avours, a dry palate with
light bubbles and balanced
acidity. Wow.
[Vg]

Full & fruity - a lovely vintage
sparkling wine with a rich avour
and long nish. Our friends at
Roebuck are based primarily
near Petworth but have recently
planted vines at nearby Bewl
Water. Makes a wonderful
aperitif or just an easy going
companion.

[Vg]

44.00

MARIE DEMETS NV BRUT
CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE
Dry & toasty - made from 80%
pinot and 20% chardonnay,
nothing says celebration quite
like a bottle of classically
produced champagne. Made in
relatively low quantities, entirely
from their own grapes. Quite
rare these days.

fl

fi

fi

fl
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55.00

44.00

PETWORTH, SUSSEX

50.00

GASTON CHIQUET 1ER
CRU ROSE

JACQUESSON CUVÉE 741

CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE

Dry & toasty - based on the 2013
vintage with some previous
years added. This fabulous
champagne is full and persistent,
slightly chalky and de nitely
complex. Fantastic on its own or
as a food accompaniment, this
should take pride of place at any
celebration. Or just because you
deserve it.

Full & fruity - an even blend
between pinot mernier,
chardonnay and pinot noir
grapes this is packed full of
fruit avours. A de nite crowd
pleaser that never takes itself
too seriously.

68.00

CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE

85.00

TENTERDEN, KENT

41.00

ROEBUCK ROSÉ DE NOIRS
2016
PETWORTH, SUSSEX
A vibrant English sparkling rosé
busting with ripe red fruit notes.
The perfect sparkling wine to be
enjoyed all year round.

50.00

BALFOUR BRUT ROSÉ
2014 MAGNUM
STAPLEHURST, KENT
Full & fruity - the agship
sparkling from Hush Heath
Estate and an absolute cracker,
Bursting with fruit avours and
with that signature pale, subtle
pink hue this is a stunner. And in
magnum format is there a better
way to celebrate?

125.00

DOM PELLEHAUT BLANC

PICPOUL DE PINET

GASCONY, FRANCE

LANGUEDOC, FRANCE

Green, tangy - tropical fruit
avours combine with lemon
and lime freshness. This really is
a fantastically easy drinking
wine from an area more famous
for its food than it is the drink.

Green, tangy - sharper acidity
but still reasonably balanced. A
wonderful partner to seafood,
particularly shell sh.

26.00

LYRARAKIS WHITE

HIDDEN SPRING BACCHUS
RESERVE 2018
HORAM, SUSSEX
Dry & neutral - with balanced
acidity and light oral tones.
Based in Horam with a 13 acre
plot, this is a beautiful, delicate
wine that is an easy pairing with
food and an absolute treat.

28.00

ILAURI AVALOS PECORINO

CRETE, GREECE

ABRUZZO, ITALY

Green, tangy - you can almost
taste the heat of the climate. This
is complex with a hint of
liquorice made by the wonderful
family run business in Crete from
their state of the art facilities
close to the ancient palace of
Knossos.
[Vg]

Green, tangy - apple and pear
avours with a lovely citrus
subtlety all wrapped up in a
mineral dryness and gentle
acidity. This is a beautiful and
unusual wine.

29.00

GRÜNER VELTLINER
EHMOSER

BERRY’S WHITE
BURGUNDY

WAGRAM, AUSTRIA

BURGUNDY, FRANCE

Intense & nutty - this is rich and
creamy with a sharper secondary
hit of pepper. There is a slight
zz on the tongue which adds to
the interest. Works well with
stronger white meats such as
pork.

Intense & nutty - this is a real
'drop the mic' go to wine and a
fantastic, classic expression of
white burgundy. Slightly oaked
this never fails to please.

KALKRIFF TROCKEN
RIESLING

THIS SEPTURED ISLE 2018

DOMAINE LEBRUN
POUILLY FUMÉ

BARHAM, KENT

PFALZ, GERMANY

Ripe & toasty - made from the
grapes of a single vineyard on
the North Downs this is
wonderfully elegant and pure
with a sense of minerality. Fruit
avours are complemented with
a light oaking, making this local
wine an absolute must. Beautiful.

Green, tangy - a wonderfully
made Riesling. Really oral with
a gently oaked undertone and
mineral nish. Forget the
Riesling preconceptions, this is a
superb wine, on its own or as a
companion to food.

Intense & nutty - part of Balfour’s
‘Winemaker’ range and made
from seven (!) grape varieties, all
used for Champagne
production. This is a fascinating
wine full of complex fruit avours
and Kentish spice. This really is a
delight and evidence that
creativity is alive and well in our
local winemaking community.
[Vg]

37.00

39.00

fi

SIMPSONS ROMAN ROAD
CHARDONNAY

fl

36.00

fl

33.00
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33.00
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31.00
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WHITE & ROSÉ

STAPLEHURST, KENT

43.00

LOIRE, FRANCE
Intense & nutty - this is rich and
complex with wonderful
structure. There’s a clean
minerality and mouth watering
acidity. This is simply fantastic, a
wine that stands on its own or as
a lovely partner to a stronger sh
dish.

45.00

JULIENAS CHAINTRE

LA BALADE MINERVOIS

VELOURS DE COTEEAUX
BEAUJOLAIS, FRANCE
Juicy & fruity - 'nouveau'
ultimately gave Beaujolais a bad
name but forget all that. This is a
full on fruit experience, light and
very approachable. You would
not be shot down for taking this
slightly chilled to accompany a
salad. Even in an ice bucket in
the garden.

LANGUEDOC, FRANCE

FINCA BESAYA RIOJA
CRIANZA

SIMPSONS RABBIT HOLE
PINOT NOIR 2018

Intense & blackcurranty - the
vineyard was generously given
as a christening present to the
owner and it has grown from
strength to strength. Rich but
balanced and approachable and
a very easy pairing with steak,
game and richer offal.

RIOJA, SPAIN

BARHAM, KENT

Earthy & savoury - our second
Spanish red offering is a real
classic from the Rioja mould. Full,
slightly oaked with a smokey
undercurrent and a smooth
nish, often missing in lesser
examples. Wonderful.

Silky & strawberry - yes, an
English red. And a Kentish red at
that. Produced by our friends in
Canterbury with their helterskelter wine shute, with
everything you could look for
from a young, fresh pinot.
[Vg]

30.00

30.00

34.00

29.00

GERBEAUT BOURGOGNE
PINOT NOIR

LE SEIGNEUR DU RAVEIL
GIGONDAS 2017

BALFOUR HUSH HEATH
SUITCASE PINOT NOIR

BURGUNDY, FRANCE

GIGONDAS, FRANCE

BARHAM, KENT

Silky & strawberry - trimming
with plum, cherry and raspberry
all delivered on a silky smooth
palate. This is a wonderfully
quaffable wine, perfect with
pork, maybe even sh & chips,
but de nitely good company
and conversation.

This is a fabulous alternative to a
Châteauneuf-du-Pape. Big and
powerful with dark fruit avours
and spice. A good match with
beef or Sunday roast dinner.

Suitcase Pinot Noir 2018
showcases a new style of English
Pinot Noir. Burgundian in style
with a Ruby garnet colour.
Flavours include cherry, plum
and a hint of truf e with earthy
undertones.

40.00

44.00

44.00

MOUNTFORD LIAISON
PINOT NOIR

DAL CERO RIPASSO

CANTERBURY, N ZEALAND

Spicy & warm-hearted - this
beauty really does live up to its
name. For those that are looking
for a Malbec experience but with
the volume cranked to 11.
Zinfandel is predominant but
ultimately this is a multi blend
with rich spice and pepper and
full blackcurrant hit. Astonishing.

Silky & strawberry - an absolute
gem that you will keep coming
back to. Silky and stylish with
bags of charm and a never
ending nish. Dark berries
abound with both savoury and
sweet spice tones. Stunning with
our Burger, or game, or taking
centre stage.

fl

fi

fl

fi

fi

48.00

fi

fi

RED

VENETO, ITALY

55.00

AU BON CLIMAT
PINOT NOIR
SANTA BARBARA, CA, USA

LE DIFESE
TUSCANY, ITALY

Silky & strawberry - and so a legend is
born. Produced by the epic Jim
Clarendon and presenting everything
and more that you would look for
from a New World Pinot Noir, and
one to challenge the best that
Burgundy can offer. Mellow and
perfumed, pairs beautifully with pork,
duck and other game birds and
heavier sh dishes.

Earthy & savoury - the little
brother of Sassicaia, the Super
Tuscan of Super Tuscans, and a
wonderful entry into such an
illustrious world. Made from 70%
Cabernet Sauvignon and 30%
Sangiovese and aged for 12
months in oak barrels, this is
vibrant but well rounded and
utterly wonderful.

58.00

62.00

LE GALEVAN CHAT’NEUF
DU PAPE

CH PERRON LALANDE DE
POMEROL

GEVREY CHAMBERTIN B
LEROUX 2017

PALO MONTI BAROLO
MANFORTE

RHÔNE, FRANCE

BORDEAUX, FRANCE

BURGUNDY, FRANCE

PIEDMONT, ITALY

Spicy & warmhearted — the real
deal, displaying everything you
could seek from the legendary
CNDP. Dark fruits abound with
that rich, heady, almost luxurious
fullness that only the southern
Rhone can seem to deliver.
Fantastic.

Earthy & savoury - everything you
would expect from this famous
appellation. Creamy and rich with
fabulous fruit avours . Poured
straight from the bottle but a short
spell in the decanter will only add to
the experience. Pair with a Sunday
roast, lamb, steak as well as some
richer game dishes. Or just sit back,
relax and enjoy with good company.

Silky & strawberry - Burgundy is
king in the world of Pinot Noir.
This is tight, intense, complex
and absolutely fabulous. Some
time to decante will open things
up a bit but is by no means
essential. Superb any which way.

Mouthwatering & herbaceous - so
many Barolos are a pale imitation of
the real thing, but the Serralunga
lives up to expectations. There is a
richness here with a distinct sweet &
sour fruit. A wonderful expression of
Barolo , this will not disappoint.

63.00

59.00

ALTER EGO DE PALMER 2014

BORDEAUX, FRANCE
Earthy & savoury - Chateau Palmer is the
top estate of the Margaux appellation
behind only Chateau Margaux and is a
well established 'Super Second'. Alter
Ego is their only alternative wine, beyond
the Grand Vin, and regularly scores
higher than almost any other Margaux.
Made with a blend of predominantly
Merlot and Cabernet Sauvignon; a
masterclass from the Left Bank.

120.00

fl

fi

RED

78.00

CHATEAU HAUT BATAILLEY
2005
BORDEAUX, FRANCE
Earthy & savoury - an absolute
stunner from the Left Bank, this gives
you everything you could want from
a top end Pauillac and more.
Complex and serious with dark, rich
fruit tones and that full mouth
experience that epitomises the best
of Bordeaux. Drink with a roast, drink
with steak, drink with cheese. Just

140.00

90.00

CHATEAU GISCOURS 2015
BORDEAUX, FRANCE
Earthy & Savoury - this is a stunning
vintage from this famous Margaux
house, surpassing even the 2005 and
scoring in the mid 90’s by even the
most demanding critics. Intense,
concentrated with an incredibly long
nish. Give it a little time in the
decanter and you will be paid back
in spades. A wonderful experience
on its own. Share if you have to.

145.00

WHITE & ROSÉ

NANNETTE’S ROSE
BARHAM, KENT
Created using a blend of grape
varieties, all fermented
separately and blended together
to create a silky smooth rosé.
Traditional rosé avours of
strawberry and red berries
combine with fresh acidity and a
lovely herby nish. Perfect for
opening and enjoying in the
English summer sunshine
[Vg]

27.00

SIMPSONS RAILWAY HILL
ROSÉ 2018

fi

fl

fl

fi

fl

fi

fl

fi

fi

fi

fi
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SAINT-MARC 1ER CRU
BEAUREGARD 2018

BARHAM, KENT

PROVENCE, FRANCE

BURGUNDY, FRANCE

Gutsy - Lovely semi-rich rosé that
is smooth throughout. Produced
near Canterbury in Kent. Perfect
for a warm day, hard chilled. Or
any time!
[Vg]

Delicate - one of the very nest
examples of rosé on the market
today. Delicate fruit avours
abound with subtle cherry and
strawberry with a lovely clean
and mineral nish. You don’t
need to rely on the warmer
weather to justify this treat.

Dry & neutral - the classic,
slightly steely, mineral avours
are abundant here. As too is the
longer nish that you would
expect from a premier cru.
Absolutely fantastic on its own or
paired with sh, particularly
shell sh, chicken or lighter
vegetarian dishes.

29.00

45.00

MEURSAULT VELLE
LEFLAIVE 2017

DOMAINE ALAIN CHAVY
PULIGNY MONTRACHET

BURGUNDY, FRANCE

BURGUNDY, FRANCE

Dry & neutral - do take a
moment to savour this beautiful
wine. An amazing nose leads to
complex mineral, citrus avours
with a slight oak undertone.
Wonderful with white sh,
shell sh, chicken & white sauce.
Or simply on its own.

Green, tangy - green apple and
citrus avours with a relatively
high acidity give this beauty a
tautness and a de nite sense of
presence. Some time in oak
barrels adds a toasty undertone.
Montrachet really does add a
sense of occasion to any
gathering. Superb.

85.00

fi

CH D’ESCLANS
WHISPERING ANGEL ROSÉ

88.00

48.00

THERE'S THE SPIRIT
DESSERT WINE, PORT & SHERRY
QUINTA DE LA ROSA LBV
DOURO, PORTUGAL

BARHAM, KENT

Warming & forti ed - beautifully
smooth this is a classic port in
every sense. Raisins and brown
sugar accompany that blackcurrant
syrup that can de ne the port
experience. Aperitif, after dinner,
with cheese, with coffee. There
shouldn’t be any rules as to when
to enjoy a glass or two.

Rich & sweet - an English dessert
wine…and something rather
special. Made from noble rot
chardonnay and a wonderful
bright gold in colour you are given
a balanced sweetness with plenty
of marmalade and rich fruits. Team
up with a cheeky chocolate
brownie or go against the grain
and mix with a charcuterie board (it
works!). Beautiful.

42.00

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi
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50ml 5.00

fi

BALFOUR LATE HARVEST 2018

43.00

MUSCAT BEAUMES DE VENISE
DOMAINE DURBAN

RHONE, FRANCE
Rich & sweet - nestled in the hills
north of Avignon, the village of
Beames de Venise is as stunning as
this sweet, forti ed wine. Think
honey with a hint of lemon and
none of that annoying cloying you
may get from lesser sweet wines.
This is stunning as an aperitif, or as
a treat to accompany desert. Or, if
you are after a true taste sensation,
to accompany a full blue cheese.

49.00

MAURY SOLERA 1928
ROUSSILLON, FRANCE
Warming & forti ed - a fascintating
wine blended from a mix of
vintages (including those of 1928!).
It is rich and earthy, not too sweet,
but with a de nite nutty and
slightly ggy avour. A wonderul
talking point, fantastic after d inner
instead of port, or to sit alongside
an artisan cheese board.

52.00

